## JHU Position Create - Undergrad Salaried

### Object
- **Job Short Text**: UNGRD-STU
- **Position Title**: Undergraduate Student Salaried

### Related Object
- **Organizational Unit**
- **Supervisor's Position #**: 30000885
- **Position # of Supervisor**: Undergraduate-STU
- **Supervisor Name**: [Supervisor Name]

### Planned Compensation
- **Pay Grade**
  - **Pay grade type**: SU
  - **Pay grade**: UGRAD81
  - **Pay grade level**: 01

### Account Assignment Features
- **Personnel area**: 0017
- **Personnel Subarea**: 0007

### Employee Group/Subgroup
- **Employee Group**: Student
- **Employee Subgroup**: Salaried Non-exmt

### Compliance
- **JCAHO Compliant**: [Checkmark]
- **HIPAA Training**: [Checkmark]

### Licensing / Certification
- **License 1**: [License]
- **License 2**: [License]
- **License 3**: [License]
- **License 4**: [License]
- **License 5**: [License]
- **Certification 1**: [Certification]
- **Certification 2**: [Certification]
- **Certification 3**: [Certification]
- **Certification 4**: [Certification]
- **Certification 5**: [Certification]

### Position Budget
- **Annual Budgeted Salary**: [Amount]
- **Weekly Work Hours**: [Hours]
- **Annual Base Hours**: [Hours]

### Finance Reporting
- **Financial Disclosure**: [Checkmark]
- **Conflict of Interest**: [Checkmark]